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Study anytime, anywhere! Emanuel Law in a Flash cards the only resource of their kind are ideal for

reviewing legal concepts and for self-assessment of strengths and weaknesses. The portable,

business-card size of Emanuel Law in a Flash cards makes it convenient for you to study on the go

and cover all major topics of law within a singular course. You get a substantive review of black

letter law, definitions, and hypotheticals. The clever organization allows you to quickly find cards on

just topics you struggle with, or shuffle the whole deck together for a comprehensive review right

before you sit down to take the final exam. Trusted for more than twenty years, these unique

products, with their question on one side and corresponding answer on the other, make it easy for

you to study on your own or in groups. The portable, business-card size of Emanuel Law in a Flash

makes it convenient for you to study on the go.You get a substantive review of black letter law,

definitions, and hypotheticals. Organized to allow you to quickly find cards on just topics you

struggle with, or to shuffle the whole deck together for a comprehensive review.As part of the

Emanuel line, you can be sure the content has been carefully checked against authoritative

sources.Trusted for more than twenty years, these unique products, with their question on one side

and corresponding answer on the other, make it easy for you to study on your own or in groups.
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These are not helpful "flashcards." (1) 30-40% are "continued" on other cards (not the back, but

SEPARATE cards); unless you plan to keep in perfect order and read like a text book, you'll need to

spend several hours grouping "continuation" cards and stapling them together so they do get



separated (most don't even require the additional room and would have fit on one card if someone

had put a minute's thought into it). (2) Roughly 40% are black letter law, while the remaining 60%

are detailed Q&A (test your knowledge), without any rational division; if you want to learn the black

letter law before you test your knowledge, you'll spend another couple hours separating one format

from another; in fact, I could have done without the detailed Q&A cards, which were the primary

source of the "continuation" problem, and just gone with a simple, clean set of around 200 black

letter law cards. (3) In addition to practical use difficulties, the tone of the cards is often "Gee, where

shall we go next..." or "OK, we've covered that, now what?" (4) The thickness is regular paper

weight, not card stock, as you would expect in commercial flashcards. Very disappointing, of

nominal use, and generally more trouble than they are worth.

Descent & Distribution exercises are incorrect as written on these flash cards.

This product goes in detail on every Wills & Trusts principles. If your professor is going to teach

State specific rules, don't buy it. If your class is about general principle and your professor covers

everything in detail and in depth, this is the product for you. This is NOT a helpful product for State

bar exams.

This is a good resource for the law student or to prep for the bar. Covering all the usual elements of

common law as well as the UTC and UPC it was a solid reference. Good mix of black letter and

hypos.

I usually love Law in a Flash but these cards were mediocre at best.
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